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Abstract

The code SPINK, originally written to track polarized
protons in RHIC, underwent several modifications and
additions that have added substantial new capabilities to it.

1ÊBASIC FEATURES OF SPINK

A tracking code: SPINK [1] was written for the RHIC
SPIN project at Brookhaven [2] to study the behavior of
polarized protons in the Relativistic Collider during
injection, acceleration and storage at fixed energy. From
the output of MAD [3] SPINK reads the first order
matrices for each machine element and the second order
Transport maps as well as the Twiss functions along the
lattice. Then, a subset of matrices is being created, where
all elements that do not generate any spin rotation or any
bend in the trajectory are lumped together. To the newly
created elements a keyword is attached, such as BEND,
QUAD, SEXT, HELIX, SNAKE, RFCAV, etc. Particle
orbits are tracked through the first and second order maps
(thick elements, with edge effects, as described in MAD).
The spin of each proton, represented by a real 3-
dimensional vector of length one, is also tracked using
spin rotation matrices created by the code. At the present,
with the exception of Helices, spin rotation matrices are
for thin elements.

SPINK has been used for years, both in RHIC and the
AGS, in particular to study the survival of the spin
polarization in passing through resonances. The most
significant new features of the code are described  below.

2ÊLATTICE ERRORS

Angle, position and field errors in the machine lattice
generate a distorted closed orbit. Since the strength of spin
resonances depends on the average distance of a particle
from the design equilibrium orbit, depolarization at a
resonance is affected by lattice errors. In an actual
accelerator the closed orbit distortions are being corrected
with the use of horizontal and vertical steering magnets,
whose currents are calculated with various algorithms.
Orbit correction in MAD is accomplished through the
Micado algorithm, that solves in the least square
approximation an under constrained system of equations.

To correctly track phase space and spin, we had to
transmit from MAD to SPINK the information related to
the errors (measured or randomly assumed) of each
machine element, and displace and rotate accordingly the
relevant orbit transport maps. This task is accomplished
using the BNL version of MAD [4].

Results of proton spin tracking in the RHIC lattice in
the presence of errors for two intrinsic resonances, for an
ideal orbit (no lattice errors), and for errors in the lattice
but with a corrected  orbit (to 0.2 mm), are shown in

Fig.1. Here, we assumed random errors of the order of 1
mm and 1 mrad in position and angle of all magnets,
respectively. The momentum spread in the beam was
0.03%.
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Figure 1: Spin tracking in RHIC, crossing the Gg =
381.82 and 422.18 intrinsic resonances. The upper curve
is for an ideal orbit. The lower, for a distorted orbit due to
lattice errors. Average over a few hundred particles tracked.

3ÊSECOND ORDER EFFECTS

Second order effects in SPINK are dealt with using the
second order Transport maps from MAD. Important effects
on spin resonances arise from crossing of sextupoles and
higher order  multipoles in the lattice.

Since in building maps for orbit tracking some
elements are lumped together as explained in Sec. 1,
matrices have to be multiplied, and also second order maps
are convoluted to produce an overall map for the new
element. This is done using the expression
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Where R and T are the first order and the second order orbit
Transport maps, respectively, and the index (Ô) or (Ò)
denotes  the order  in which maps are taken.
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Two comments are necessary:  (i) Second order tracking
considerably reduces the speed of calculation, which is an
unpleasant factor when many particles for many turns are
tracked. (ii) Second order Transport maps are truncated and
therefore non-simplectic.

In conclusion, in performing second order tracking one
has to exercise caution when the conservation of quantities
like the emittance is an important issue. Using of better
maps, like the one derived with Lie algebra will be
implemented in the future.

4ÊBEAM-BEAM EFFECTS

In RHIC, the two acceleration chambers intersect at six
locations around the circumference, where the counter
rotating beams can be brought to collide. Collisions affect
both orbit and spin dynamics, since the electric and
magnetic field of a beam exercise forces on the particles of
the other beam, producing defocusing and spin rotation.

In SPINK, we modeled one beam as a Gaussian
distribution of charges in motion and we studied the effect
of the fields on the single particles of the other beam [5].
The expression of the resulting betatron tune shift in a
collision is
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where u = r/2s,  and x is the tune shift on axis,
proportional to the number of particles per bunch n  and
inversely to the normalized emittance. E.g. for n =
2´1011, emittance 10p mm-mrad and b* = 1 m, it is on
axis x = -0.015. Tune distribution in the beam can be
calculated by Eq. (2). SPINK tracking agreed very well
with Eq. (2) and was also used to calculate the effect of
beam-beam on spin. Fig. 3 shows how the vertical
component of the spin is affected by beam-beam at fixed
energy corresponding to Gg = 261, close to the strong
intrinsic spin resonance at Gg  =  232 + uy.

For this simulation run, the beams are first accelerated,
then brought to constant energy and made to collide.
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Figure 2: Beam-beam in a resonance crossing. The tune of
particles at various vertical distances from axis determines
the resonance strength. No space charge, and n=2´1011.

5 STABLE SPIN AXIS. SPIN TUNE

For each position along the accelerator lattice and for each
position in phase space, there is a stable spin axis. If the
spin of a proton is initially aligned along this direction, it
will remain stable, if it isnÕt, it will precede in a cone
around this direction. Finding the stable spin cone
corresponding to a given phase space distribution of the
particles in the beam is particularly important at injection,
since we should make it coincide with the spin cone of the
injected beam.

On the closed orbit the spin tune for a polarized particle
is the number of spin precesions per turn in an accelerator.
It is measured by the quantity Gg, and increases with the
energy of the beam. When, during the acceleration cycle,
the spin tune crosses some specific values, spin-
depolarizing resonances appear. Siberian snakes in the
lattice make the spin tune independent of energy. For
RHIC, with two Siberian snakes, the spin is made equal
to one. This means that the spin pattern should remain
identical and repeat at each turn.

To calculate the stable spin axis direction, SPINK uses
the method of Stroboscopic Average [6], as implemented
in the code SPRINT [7]. A number of protons with
different initial spin directions are tracked for a certain
number of turns, then only one proton with the average
spin is tracked back to reach the initial phase space
location. The spin at this starting point, averaged over the
multiple passages through the same location in the lattice,
is applied to the proton, and the process continues with
forward and backward tracking until the process eventually
converges.

Fig. 3 shows an example of calculated stable spin axis
in RHIC for very small emittance of the beam, at
injection ( Gg = 41.5). The two snakes were set for spin
rotation of 1800 and 1000, respectively, around several
settings of mutual perpendicular axes. This arrangement
produces  a stable spin axis on a cone of semi-aperture q =
400. For each snake axis orientation there is a
corresponding  angle f for the stable spin axis.

Figure 3: stable spin axis for spin rotation 1800 and 1000

in two snakes around different axis settings
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For the same example, Fig. 4 shows the pattern of the
three components of the stable spin axis along the
circumference of RHIC. The vertical component of the
spin axis is flipped at the two locations of the snakes.
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Figure 4. Stable spin axis components in RHIC. Two
snakes with spin rotation of 1800 and 1000, and axes at

+450 and Ð450, respectively.

6 MAP-GENERATED MATRICES FOR

HELICAL SNAKES

RHIC will be equipped with helical Siberian snakes and
Spin rotators. SPINK has three ways to treat helical
devices of this kind (i) Synthetic Snakes, (ii) Analytical
Snakes, and (iii) Map Snakes.

In the first mode, snakes and rotators are represented for
orbit tracking as thin passive elements (MAD Markers),
and for spin tracking by a matrix that effectively
represents a rotation of the spin vector by a given angle
and around a given axis.

Analytical helical devices are represented by a formalism
that produces the transport of orbit and spin coordinates
through the field of helices, expanded  to first order [8].

Map helical devices is implemented by transformations
up to third order of the coordinates, whose coefficients
have been numerically calculated by tracking by numerical
integration a distribution of particles in phase space and
spin space through magnetic field maps for the actual
devices. The first order part of these maps has been made
simplectic [9].

For the first mode, input of SPINK is the spin rotation
and axis angles. For the second, values of the nominal
field and characteristic  angles for the helices are used. For
the third, a set of numerical coefficients.

Fig. 5 shows the geometry of a 4-helix Siberian snake
for RHIC [10] and the trajectories of protons used to
calculate the transport maps by third-order fitting.
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Figure 5: Envelope of trajectories used to calculate R and
T orbit and spin maps in a 4-helices Siberian snake.
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